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Synopsis:. For owners of structures reinforcement corrosion is difficult to manage as the industry does 
not provide clear guidelines on the implications of reliability at concept design and they lack objective 
tools to give information on the actual corrosion state of the embedded steel during the structures life. 
With better information at concept owners could determine the quality level to target and instigate 
appropriate maintenance measures. With better information through the structures life they could take 
remedial actions well before damage appears and their spending on repairs would be reduced.  
 
The paper discusses the application of risk assessment to serviceability design and tools that can be 
used to assess deterioration during each part of a structures life. Reference is made to risk 
assessment on actual projects and the use of embeddable half cells, corrosion rate probes and 
corrosion activation monitors. 
 
Key Words: Durability, design, corrosion, testing, cover, thickness, potentials, monitoring, 
polarization resistance.  
 
1. Introduction 

Efficient asset management is an integrated cradle to the grave activity. Design, construction, 
inspection and maintenance are all interdependent. Each activity depends on the others and whole of 
life cost depend on decisions made regarding each aspect. This has been portrayed by Mathews 1 as 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 : The Integrated Aspects of Asset Management 

 

This paper outlines how effective design using risk assessment and monitoring of newly constructed 
structures can be used to achieve better outcomes with regards to the overall cost and lifetime of the 
structure. 

 
2. Design 

At the commencement of design the client needs to set out what he expects from a structure for its life 
recognizing that the decisions made impinge on the immediate construction cost, the long term 
maintenance cost and the residual value. Traditionally many durability decisions have been based on 
empirical data but recently much greater attention is being given to risk assessment and durability 



modelling incorporating reliability analysis to give the lowest life cycle cost consistent with owner’s 
requirements. 

2.1  Design Life & Replacement Interval 

Replacement interval of an element can be assessed financially by comparing the current cost of 
replacing it at a certain time to the current cost of increasing durability to extend the time to 
replacement. Design life is included in national codes, e.g. AS 3600 = 40-60 years; AS 5100 =100 
years as a holistic approach to replacement interval. These lives may have been derived as a 
reasonable financial balance in general terms and the deemed to comply provisions developed to give 
a reasonable expectation that they will be met. However, more efficient asset management can be 
achieved by considering ‘design life’ as a general period that the owner wants the structure to operate 
for with elements being designed for a minimum whole of life cost (construction, maintenance and 
replacement). Replacement interval then takes on the prime durability design parameter. 

Water authorities are finding that the true cost of replacing some of their structures at 50 years is high. 
It involves demolition and replacement in a fashion that will cause disruption and the cost of this is 
much higher than the pure economic cost of no income over a short demolition and rebuild period. 
They increasingly use design lives of 100 years. For the integrated concrete elements this means a 
100 year replacement interval but items such as sheet metal roofing can be replaced without 
interfering with operations and may have a replacement interval of 25 years. Non integrated elements 
such as precast facades might also be most effectively designed for a replacement interval of 25 
years. 

2.2  Reliability () 

For marine splash zones, one of the more severe common exposures, better information on modelling 
is enabling required reliability to be better matched to design reliability. The chloride ingress 
mechanism is a combination of sorption and diffusion and has been defined in fib Bulletin 34(2) as a 
model that can be used with partial safety factors or as a full probabilistic analysis. Values for the 
partial safety factors or probability distributions associated with each input parameter is an area of 
great debate and causes some issues in design.  Siemens(3) has attempted to rationalise these 
approaches by giving a factor that can be applied to the calculated design life based on mean input 
parameters to give different levels of reliability at different ages. This is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 : Calculated Design Life using fib Chloride Diffusion Model and Mean Input Values For Various 
Reliabilities and 50 Year Design Life 

Target Design Life 

 

Reliability at 
50 Years 

Calculated 
Design Life 

=0.0 50 yrs 

=1.8 90 yrs 

=3.6 150 yrs 

The significance of reliability to design life is apparent but it raises the question what is an appropriate 
reliabity. ISO 2394(4) relates Serviceability Limit State reliabilities to consequence of failure and 
relative cost of increasing safety measures (or for durability relative cost to improve durability) as 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 : Risk (Consequence vs Construction Cost) and Reliability 
Relative cost 
of safety 
measures 

Consequence of failure 
(e.g. Current Cost of Future Repairs) 

Small Some Moderate Great 

High 0 1.5 2.3 3.1 

Moderate 1.3 2.3 3.1 3.8 

Low 2.3 3.1 3.8 4.3 

It is suggested in European codes(5) that  for corrosion induced limit states be around 1.5-1.8 based 
on its causing irreversible damage but a more pragmatic approach is to apply the ISO 2394 approach 
directly to each element with due consideration of disruption costs and financial modelling as shown 

in Figure 2. As the reliability required increases construction costs increase and maintenance costs 

decrease. There is a point of minimum total cost and that is the optimum reliability for the structure. 



The situations shown in Figure 2 are real assessments and show how reliability can change markedly 

for different inputs. 

Figure 2 : Reliability Based on its Influence on Construction and Maintenance Costs. 
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If the cost of maintenance is not highly affected by reliability while the cost of construction is then a 
low reliability gives the lowest overall cost. Bearing in mind the costs are current costs and the future 
cost of maintenance has to be discounted based on the owners internal rate of return, for owners with 
high discount rates even high cost repairs in 20 years time will have a relatively low sunk cost today 
and the required reliabilities even at early ages will be low. For all owners only a low reliability is likely 
to be required 80years as any repairs at that age will have a low current cost. 

Conversely when the construction cost to increase reliability is low and the cost of maintenance is 
significantly reduced by increasing reliability then the design reliability should be high. An example 
would be provision of an extra 5mm cover in marine piers. The extra cover will have a low impact on 
construction costs but significant impact in reducing maintenance. 

A problem is often that the tender system means that the contractor minimises construction cost to 
win the project and any increase in cost to improve reliability is therefore paid by the contractor. 
However the maintenance cost is paid by the owner. Some contracts seek to minimise this conflict by 
making the contractor responsible for maintenance but that responsibility is usually only for the first 
10-20 years when deterioration is unlikely to take the structures condition to a level below the level 
that requires repairs. Considerable further attention is required to the specification of handover 
condition. This includes handover immediately after construction or after a 30 year maintenance 
period. 

For a marine splash zone an analysis has been undertaken using Siemen’s approach and a full 
probability analysis using STRUREL analysis programme(5). Variables used and the full probabilistic 
results are shown in Figure 3. The key point is that the reliability achieved reduces with time due to 
the advancing chloride activation front. 

Figure 3 : Full Probabilistic Design For A Splash Zone 
Cc = Cl- activation level  = 0.6 wt % cement; SD=0.15 or  0.85 wt % cement; SD=0.2; Beta distribution; Range 0.2-2. 
Initial chloride content = 0.06 wt % cement; SD=0.04; Log normal distribution. 
Surface chloride level = 4.4 wt % cement; SD=2.2; Log normal distribution. 
x= Cover = 65mm or 50mm; SD=3mm; Normal distribution 
s = sorption layer thickness = 0 or 8.9mm; SD=5.6mm; Beta distribution; Range 0-50mm 
Chloride diffusion coefficient at construction =2.5 x10-12 m2/sec; SD = 0.5 x10-12 m2/sec; Normal distribution;  
Chloride reduction with time factor. 0-25 yrs = 0.6; SD = 0.15; Beta distribution; Range  0-1 
Temperature of structure =296K; SD = 8K. Temperature of test =293K.  
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Using the fib model and mean input values gave a life of 180 years for Cc=0.6 at 65mm cover and no 
sorption layer which according to Siemens indicates a reliability of 1.8 at 100 years. The full 
probability analysis using STRUREL for the same mean values and programme distributions indicates 
a reliability of 1.5, i.e. a similar order to Siemens.  

What is apparent from the above is that a required reliability can be determined based on current cost 
over the structures life and that expected reliability over the structures life can be determined by 
modelling. BCRC’s “Balanced Reliability Approach” is to ensure the achieved reliability will be greater 
than the required reliability over the structures design life.  

There are various stages of deterioration. With reinforcement corrosion these are defined by fib Model 
Code 2010(7) as depassivation, cracking, spalling or collapse and any might be the appropriate 
serviceability limit state (Figure 4) provided the appropriate reliability is established as shown in Figure 
2. Stating the allowable level of damage for all deterioration mechanisms is an important aspect of the 
durability specification.  

Figure 4 : Serviceability Limit States 
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3. Post Pour and Birth Certificates 

It is widely recognised that the designers should issue the client documentation at the end of 
construction that enables the client to manage the asset. Apart from conventional as built drawings fib 
Model code 2010 suggests that these include details of the differences between design and 
construction that will affect the design life. In Europe this documentation is being termed the ‘Birth 
Certificate’ (Figure 1). Birth certificates include condition assessment and maintenance strategies 
based on the final structural configuration. The type of information that may be significant includes 
thickness, cover distribution, penetrability and dynamic movement. By paying for higher level quality 
checking the owner benefits from reduced and more reliable maintenance, for example future 
maintenance inspections can be targeted at known low cover risk areas. 

3.1  Cover Surveys 

Cover is such a vital variable in the durability of a structure that actual constructed cover distributions 
and their effect on reliability should be included in the “Birth Certificate”.  Predominant methods of 
cover assessment are Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) and electro-magnetic (typically called Ground 
Penetrating Radar or GPR). Each has advantages dependent on reinforcing layout and cost 
constraints.   

PEC covermeters (Figure  5) accurately measure cover to 100mm depth when the size of the 
reinforcing bar is known(8). Readings are significantly influenced by the mass of steel but not the 
concrete properties and hence they are less accurate at bar spacing’s of less than 80mm or where 
the location of laps are not taken into account. 

  

Figure 5 : PEC Covermeter in use  Figure 6 : GPR Scan of a Slab 
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GPR (Figure  6) cover results are not affected by mass of steel but are affected by the concrete 
permittivity (mainly influenced by moisture content). They can be highly accurate at depths up to 
200mm provided that it is calibrated for the area of operation regularly.   

Apart from providing actual cover distribution cover measurement can be used to improve quality.  By 
checking the cover extensively on the first pour the construction system can be assessed and 
adjusted where necessary to avoid repetitive low covers. Once the system employed is confirmed as 
suitable testing can be decreased.  

3.2  Thickness Measurement 

With Impact Echo (IE) the concrete surface is tapped to induce a compression wave (p-wave) that 
travels through concrete and rebounds of the rear face, (Figure  7). Its return to the surface is 
measured with a geophone enabling measurement of concrete thickness from one side. To give 
accurate thickness measurements it only requires onsite calibration for the p-wave velocity.  

Figure 7 : Impact Echo Measurement 
a) Strike concrete surface 

with a suitable mass 
b) Prime frequency in the 

incoherent time domain response 
c) Fourier transform gives the 
prime frequency or depth 
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d) IE measurements on a slab showing correct thickness and irregular thickness  

Impact echo is included in German codes (RI-ZFPTU(9)) as a standard method for checking concrete 
thickness of tunnel linings as inadequate thickness has been a major recurring problem in the crown 
of insitu cast linings. 

Cracking in slabs is another common problem. Inadequate thickness or poor construction of tapers at 
joints (Figure 10d) can be the cause. Prior to impact echo checking thickness measurement was not 
possible except at isolated spots. Used in conjunction with GPR scans IE can show where 
reinforcement is below the concrete in slabs. Impact Echo is also useful where the detection of 
defects is necessary and hence testing using this method can be highly rewarding with regards to the 
quality of concrete elements constructed. 

 
4. In Service Assessment Methods 

The process of deterioration using the simple Tuutti model(10) is shown in Figure 8. This highlights the 
fact that once damage is visible many of the low cost maintenance options are no longer applicable 
making visual inspection less than ideal as the primary assessment method. Non destructive tests 
such as electrochemical potentials and linear polarisation resistance methods can be used to assess 
if corrosion is active but damage has not yet occurred but only monitoring can indicate the time to 
when corrosion activation will occur. This makes monitoring a very powerful tool. 

 



Figure 8 : Significance of the Process of Deterioration to In Service Assessment Methods 
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The approach to assessing insitu condition should be to undertake sufficient testing at sufficiently 
frequently intervals to ensure the structures intended life is achieved with the minimum condition 
assessment and maintenance cost. Appropriate test intervals can be developed statistically based on 
the required reliability, the risk of failure determined from the design and an assessment of the cost of 
inspection versus the likely cost of repair if the inspection is not undertaken. 

Corrosion monitoring can take the form of: 
 Half Cell Potentials or Linear Polarisation Resistance at the surface to identify areas of 

corrosion risk followed by destructive testing to measure depth of corrosion activation front. 
 Probes installed during construction or retro-fit to measure directly the progress of a corrosion 

activation front. 
 Tell tales in the same exposure as the structure 

4.1  Half Cell Potential Measurement 

Half Cell Potential (HCP) measurements provide a potential difference between the reinforcing and a 
reference half cell.  HCP’s give a probability of corrosion (ASTM 87611) rather than directly measuring 
the corrosion state of the reinforcing. Tests can be undertaken from the surface of the concrete or by 
embedding half cell into the concrete elements.  

Drying of the conductive end of half cells embedded in a structure will prevent a continuous circuit and 
prevent measurements after a short period. Manganese Dioxide reference half cells (Figure 9) with a 
special fibre reinforced cementitous tips have been working on projects for 30 years(14).  Embedded 
Half Cells are also used in the monitoring of Cathodic Protection and Prevention (CP) systems.   

4.2  Polarisation Resistance Probes 

Linear Polarisation Resistance (LPR) measures the corrosion rate of reinforcing. It can be employed 
from the surface of the concrete (Figure 10) or from embedded probes. A controlled pulse of current 
and the resultant measured “shift” in corrosion potential are used to calculate the corrosion resistance 
and hence the corrosion current. Measurements tend to be treated qualitatively rather than 

Figure 9 : MnO2 Reference Half Cell(13) Figure 10 : Surface LPR Meter 



quantitatively.  A section loss of the reinforcing bar is rarely calculated from this type of measurement 
due to the changeability of the corrosion rate. More frequently the test is used to refine the 
assessment of whether reinforcement is corroding or not. 

On structures where the concrete is saturated and highly conductive the half cell potential may be 
very negative indicating corrosion however it could also be showing that the passive film has not 
formed due to oxygen starvation which is also preventing corrosion.  The corrosion state can be 
resolved using polarisation resistance. An example of this phenomenon was found on a bridge 
foundation in Greenland.  Chloride profiles indicated that the conditions at the reinforcing depth would 
be conducive to corrosion, this was confirmed by HCP as results were primarily below -400mV.  
However corrosion rate measurements taken from the surface, indicated very low corrosion current 
with readings mostly >1 μA/cm2.  Uncovering the bar confirmed that there was no bar loss at all and 
little sign of corrosion.  The foundation was in the tidal zone and so was generally saturated. 

4.3  Embedded Macrocell Probes 

Embedded macrocell probes (Figure 11) offer a lot of advantages over measurement taken from the 
concrete surface.  So called “Ladder” or “Activation Front” probes make use of multiple working 
electrodes. The working electrodes are placed at increasing depth, up to the reinforcing cover depth.  
As the corrosion front penetrates through the concrete with time, the working electrodes at increasing 
depth become corrosively activated and the likely time to the reinforcing becoming activated can be 
calculated using the appropriate model. The use of such probes has become common place in 
Australian desalination plants and ports. 

Figure 11 : Activation Front Macrocell 
Probe(14) 

 

4.4  Retro Fit Corrosion Monitoring Probes 

Technological advances have also seen the development of retro-fit technologies(15).  Anodes can 
now be individually installed into a concrete element (Figure 12) using specially design drill bits so that 
electrical contact to the concrete is achieved.  Placed at increasing depths, these probes mimic the 
information given by a normally embedded probe and allow Engineers to monitor any structure under 
their care.  In particular remedial efforts can be monitored to confirm their effectiveness. 

Figure 12 : Retro-Fit Corrosion Rate Probe Installation 

 
5. Corrosion Monitoring Project 

5.1   Port Botany 

The Port Botany docks were formed from reclaimed land faced with precast counter-fort elements.  In 
5 of the Counter-forts up to five probes were installed.  The probes were installed at varying heights 



relative to the resulting water level.  Using manual monitoring the corrosion rate is to be measured 
over the life time of each of the elements.  In particular the relative corrosion rates with respects to the 
water line will give important information about the differing corrosion zones on the same element and 
also advanced warning of impending activation of the reinforcing in the Counter-fort.  Maintenance 
and repairs can be planned years in advance with costs due to repairs and shut-downs kept to a bare 
minimum. 

5.2   Tauranga Bridge 

On the Tauranga Bridge in New Zealand corrosion probes were installed in an area designed with low 
cover to reduce self weight. The low cover was compensated for by use of very high performance 
concrete.  The probes were specified as a risk mitigation measure. Without the probes corrosion 
could have proceeded to an advanced stage before becoming apparent. The resultant repairs would 
have been expensive and disruptive. With such a high consequence of failure the design was 
insufficiently reliable. By installing the probes the early warning of chloride ingress could be used to 
apply low cost preventative coating and the design provided an acceptable risk. 

5.3   Australian Desalination Plants 

On one desalination plant probes were installed in blocks of the same concrete as the structure. The 
blocks were then located in areas of highest risk but where cathodic protection provisions had been 
made for use in the event that probes indicted corrosion could occur. On another desalination plant 
the probes were installed directly into the structure. 

5.4      Øresund Tunnel 

The Øresund Tunnel is the part of the Øresund Link connecting Copenhagen in Denmark with Malmö 
in Sweden. The second part of the Øresund Link is the Øresund Bridge.The total length of the 
Øresund Link is 16 km. The 4 km long tunnel under the Drogden Channel in the Øresund strait is the 
longest immersed tunnel in the world. The tunnel carries 2 roadways, 2 railways and one service 
route. Because of the high potential corrosion risk due to immersion in sea water the monitoring 
system has been designed and installed in selected tunnel elements during construction 
(Sørensen16). The aim of the installed monitoring system is to assess the actual corrosion condition 
and evaluate the potential corrosion risk.  The monitoring system consist of embedded macrocell 

probes as shown in Figure 11 and  reference electrodes as shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 : Cross section of the tunnel 

 
Figure 14 : Sketch showing the sensors position installed in each segment. C represents a CorroWatch 

sensor, while an R represents an ERE 20 reference electrode. RP represents a resistivity probe. 
 

In each of the chosen nine tunnel segments 21 embedded macrocell probes are installed, together 
with 27 reference electrodes, making a total of total of 189 LPR probes and 243 reference electrodes. 



The cross section of the tunnel is shown in Figure 13. A sketch showing the position for sensors is 
given in Figure 14. 

By means of the above-mentioned sensors the following measurements are performed: 
electrochemical potentials, corrosion current density and electrical concrete resistivity. As a standard 
procedure these measurements are performed by means of handheld instruments from one to two 
times per year since 2001. However, in 2007 additionally measurements by means of permanent 
installed data logger system were conducted in a selected location during 8 month period. Some 
results of these measurements are reported below (Force 17). 

Instrumentation type 1 from March 2007 to October 2007 

The measuring system was designed with the aim of performing macro-cell current measurements 
(constantly coupled) between all anodes (total of 84 pieces) on the 21 macrocell probes installed in 
each position and the main reinforcement. This was done by electrically connecting each of the 
anodes to the main reinforcement through a 10 kΩ resistor. By measuring the voltage drop over each 
resistor the macro-cell current running between the main reinforcement and the anode could be 
calculated applying Ohms law. From the measured (continuous) macro-cell currents, current densities 
have been calculated by dividing the absolute values for all anodes with the surface area of the 
anodes (22,6 cm2). The calculated current densities have then been filtered using a threshold value of 
0.5 µA/cm2. If current densities more negative than -0.5 µA/cm2 have been measured over a longer 
period of time the anode is considered to be actively corroding. In a certain location it was found that 
5 of the 84 anodes were probably corroding. For illustration the calculated current densities for the 
five probably corroding anodes are shown as a function of time in Figure 15.  

As seen from Figure 14 and Figure 15 the five probably corroding anodes are located in five different 
positions and no correlation between the depth of the anodes (i.e. the cover and the corrosion activity) 
is observed. 
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Figure 15 : Macrocell current registered by datalogger in a certain location in the tunnel 

Instrumentation Type 2 – 23rd October 2008 to 30th October 2008 

The instrumentation and measurement system described in the following was installed in the same 
location as described above in October 2008. The system was designed with the aim of measuring 
electrochemical half-cell potentials and 5-second macro-cell currents on all 84 anodes on the 21 LPR 
sensors in this location. The measurements were performed as follows: The electrochemical half-cell 
potentials of the 84 anodes were first measured against the reference electrodes, i.e. for each group – 
each with three LPR probe – the reference electrode positioned near the group was used. 
Subsequently, 5 second macro-cell currents were measured. This was done for the 84 anodes one at 
a time: Each anode was electrically coupled through a zero-resistance ammeter to the Ti-mmo 
cathode on the LPR probe body. After exactly 5 seconds the current running between the anode and 
the Ti-mmo cathodes was recorded. The anode was then disconnected and after 5 seconds the next 
anode was connected and the current measured after 5 seconds. In this way 5 second macro-cell 
currents were measured. Measurements on all anodes very performed every 12 hours using a 
Campbell Scientific CR 1000 data logger, 3 AM 16/32 multiplexers, 3 FORCE 16-8 multiplexers and 
one FORCE precision zero-resistance ammeter. 

For Type 2 instrumentation in the same location as described for Type 1 instrumentation the corrosion 
activity of the anodes was primarily evaluated based on the measured 5 second macro-cell currents 
and secondly from the half-cell potentials. For the current a threshold value of -12 µA/cm2 is used, 
which is based on experience from field and laboratory measurements. The threshold value for the 5 
second macro-cell currents is somewhat higher than the threshold value for the continuous macro-cell 
currents measured using instrumentation Type 1. This is because the 5 second macro-cell current is a 
non-steady state current whereas the continuous macro-cell current is a steady state current. 



Applying this criterion to the 5 second-macro cell currents measured for the 84 anodes in the location 
reported under instrumentation 1 none of them can be identified as actively corroding. A few of the 84 
anodes show anodic behaviour, however due to the low currents none of these are classified as 
actively corroding. For illustration the 5 second macro-cell currents for the anodes in location C1 and 
C2 are shown in Figure 16 and the correlated half-cell potentials in Figure 17. The difference between 
the half-cell potentials corresponds well with the location of the two groups in the tunnel segment (see 
figure 16); C1 being close to the top of the segment – with a higher oxygen availability than C2 
positioned closed to the bottom of the element. 
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Figure 16 : Examples of 5 Second Macro-cell Current Densities in the Selected Tunnel Locations 
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Figure 17 : Examples of Fee Corrosion Potentials in the Tunnel Selected Locations 

Measurements performed in 2007 and presented on Figure 15, has shown that five of the 84 anodes 
were depassivated and corroding – at a low rate. However, the results from the monitoring performed 
in 2008 and presented on Figure 16 and Figure 17 did not show any corroding anodes. The variations 
found between the two monitoring periods may be a result of varying sensitivity of the two different 
techniques. However, this illustrates that no significant corrosion is ongoing on any of the 84 anodes 
in this location. 

These results confirm that for such measurements it is very important to collect data on a regular 
basis and use them for comparison of changes over time. Additionally it is important to emphasize 
that due to lack of the international standards for such measurements the evaluation shall be done on 
the empirical basis.  

 
6. Conclusions 

Risk assessment adds a new dimension to durability design. It is based on the consequence and 
likelihood of failure. Required reliability can be assessed for each element based on the current cost 
of future maintenance compared to the cost of design and construction for higher performance. Full 



probabilistic design enables an assessment of reliability of the structure through its life. Hence design 
can be tailored to match the required reliability.   

Designers need to assess what repair methods are possible at each age in order to assess the 
consequence of failure. This information is also used to develop the maintenance plan which forms 
part of a structures birth certificate. Where risk mitigation is necessary monitoring of corrosion will 
need to be included in the maintenance plan. This monitoring can often be most economically and 
accurately undertaken by incorporation of corrosion probes. However unless specified as part of the 
owner’s brief design and construction teams may find that for the period they are responsible it is 
cheaper to use surface test methods and the owner then looses the opportunity to use in built 
monitoring probes. 

The birth certificate information is then used by the owner to ensure the structure is suitably 
maintained.  
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